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Human-looking ETs secretly in U.S.?

(This article originally appeared on the Joint Recon Study Group site.)

According to accounts released Saturday, April 24, 2010, by the coordinator of an e-mail news and information service,
officials of the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) and other
U.S. government agencies have been involved in security activities involving human-appearing extraterrestrial beings in
the U.S.

Victor Martinez, the e-mail information coordinator, is a former federal employee with an interest in space, defense and
current affairs. Recipients of his e-mail news items include a wide variety of people interested in emerging and leading-
edge scientific and other developments.

In his April 24 information release, Martinez quoted one of his alleged established contacts, one of a handful of current
or former officials of the DIA, regarding any new or updated information on extraterrestrial encounters that would be of
interest to the public.

The DIA contact reportedly provided information about the monitoring and intervention by U.S. officials regarding a
particular extraterrestrial being posing as a human within the U.S., Martinez wrote in his e-mail report.

The contact also noted the more general issue of extraterrestrials visiting Earth who may blend in with the human
population, for various reasons.

According to Martinez, his contact stated, "In reference to your repeated requests to present some new information
never before disclosed to the public ... I went outside of our agency to close intelligence contacts of mine and secured
the following ... I just received information on a highly sensitive operation code-named 'Operation TANGO-SIERRA' that
occurred in early 1980. It involved U.S. intelligence capturing an alien being living among us."

FEDERAL EMPLOYEE ABDUCTED

The contact also allegedly told Martinez, "Here is the story. Personally, I've never heard of this particular operation
before in all of my years in intelligence circles and employment. This information extracted about the alien is still highly
classified and extremely difficult to obtain."

"From what I've learned, except for former presidents Carter, Reagan and Bush I, most presidents since then have not
been briefed on this specific operation."

Martinez went on to report that an apparently new source, established via his long-time contacts, provided additional
details on this alleged operation.

The new source reportedly wrote, "I am an intelligence colleague of the man whom you have come know as
'Anonymous' who has asked me to brief you on a very special USG operation."

"I was directly involved with 'Operation TANGO-SIERRA.' It involved the finding, tracking and eventual capture of an
extraterrestrial entity."

"The original operation began in early 1980 when an Earth female was identified by U.S. intelligence as being a so-
called 'alien abductee.' She had been abducted by a male non-human in 1977 which was her first abduction," the
source allegedly told Martinez.

"This woman was single, 23-years-old and a trusted, well-respected U.S. government employee."

"The male non-human showed the Earth woman abductee projections of alien life on another planet. The projection was
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from a small, triangle device. The woman viewed this projection which she described as images displayed in a 3-
dimensional 'holographic' view."

The information source also claimed, "The male non-human never harmed the Earth woman abductee. During the three
years of her ongoing abduction, the Earth woman was taken by the male non-human through a 'veil of light' to another
place. The Earth woman described this place as being 'a light bubble.' She would sit inside the bubble and view these
holographic projections with the male non-human."

"On one occasion, the male non-human introduced the Earth woman to another male, whom the Earth woman
described in debriefing details as not being human, i.e., not being an Earth male abductee. The Earth woman called this
other being a "creature.'"

"This creature performed a medical examination on the Earth woman. The woman did not fully consent to the alien's
examination as she was temporarily paralyzed. After the examination, the woman was taken back to her residence."

COUNTERMEASURE OPERATION BEGINS

According to Martinez' source or sources, this federal employee's experience triggered an investigation. The source
reportedly stated, "When the Earth woman brought up her abduction by a male alien to the attention of a co-worker,
the co-worker contacted an office security official, who then contacted U.S. intelligence officials."

"U.S. intelligence spent hours and hours vetting the woman's story, conducting thorough background investigations,
performing surveillance, and administering several polygraph examinations."

"The Earth woman's story was eventually deemed to be factually true and correct. U.S. intelligence then mounted a
very special, highly classified operation to capture this alien being, who lived near Landover, Maryland."

The source(s) also claimed, "In early 1980, the 7602 Air Intelligence Wing, Section III, began a detailed, intense
investigation involving the presence of extraterrestrial creatures having infiltrated the highest levels of the United States
government."

"This information originated from several abductees, who underwent extensive screening to determine their credibility."

"With the assistance of the 4th District, the Air Force Office of Special Investigations, a highly classified operation was
launched, code named: 'Operation TANGO-SIERRA' to find, detain and debrief that 'human' and determine whether or
not he was an actual extraterrestrial creature/non-human and an imminent or potential threat to our national security."

"The entire operation lasted five months and involved approximately 60 intelligence officers. Every intelligence
gathering capability was utilized at the time: Ground, aerial surveillance, telephone wiretaps,photographic evidence and
other undisclosed clandestine operations were all conducted and some simultaneously in concert with one another."

The source also stated, "The non-human entity was quickly identified, carefully watched, photographed and eventually
captured near a shopping mall (southeast of Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland) after it walked up an embankment. It
was quickly determined that this male alien had no special powers nor abilities."

"The male non-human voluntarily complied with the U.S. intelligence AFOSI special agents and went quietly and without
incident. The male non-human was then remanded to custody and placed in captivity at Ft. Belvoir Army Post, Virginia."

NON-HUMAN INTERROGATED

Martinez' source(s) also allegedly reported, "The male non-human was interrogated by teams of AFOSI special agents
over several weeks and in total was questioned and intensely interrogated for many months by other agencies."

"It was during this time that the male non-human disclosed its race, its resident planet and the reason it came to Earth.
The male alien basically cooperated and provided details of its life on his alien home world."

"The non-human entity was released on the direct orders of then President Carter in late 1980, and subsequently left
Earth and returned to its home planet."

"The male non-human originated from the star system Delta Pavonis, 20 light-years from Earth where it was the 4th
planet from their sun. It is roughly the same size as our Earth."

"We called the captured alien Septeloids. That was the identifying alien species name given to them by the
astrobiologists on our team. I have no idea how they picked that name as well as some of the other odd-sounding alien



species names ending with the suffix of 'loid.'"

"The travel time to Earth was 18 Earth months using a very complex propulsion system and time-space displacement
travel mode. Back then in 1980, we could not understand the alien propulsion system and we never saw his spacecraft."

"When President Carter let the male non-human leave, he just vanished. I was never in the intelligence loop as to how
he left or how he departed Earth," Martinez' source reportedly stated.

"These aliens from Delta Pavonis have been visiting Earth for 100 Earth years. Apparently, they could assume the
human shape and form and easily live among us."

"I'm not sure how they learned English so well nor other languages. You've got to remember that this was extreme
compartmentalization. I knew just what I was suppose to know. There is much more to the alien debriefing that I do
not know."

"From what I've learned over the years, this race of alien beings originally came to Earth as explorers about a century
ago."

"With respect to the male non-human's employment, he worked as a records keeper for the U.S. Dept. of Commerce in
Washington D.C. He was able to manufacture his own identification documents by assuming the name/ID of a deceased
Earth human."

"He was in a career that did not require a high-level security clearance thereby enabling him to escape the much
greater scrutiny given to 'Secret' clearance level background checks and above."

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE OUTCOMES

Martinez quotes his source as stating, "Although they possessed the human shape, form and basic anatomy, they were
not human beings like you and me. Their actual, normal, 'real' appearance was that of a hideous-looking creature that
would most certainly scare, frighten and terrify a normal Earth human."

"Above all, they did not have any extra powers nor abilities. They had no weapons and never tried to harm Earth
humans. Their sole intent and stated mission was that they just wanted to study Earth humans and obtain the basic
structure of the human body, anatomy and social interplay."

"I don't know how many others of this specific type of aliens were among us as I was not authorized that specific highly
classified information," the source reportedly told Martinez.

"However, I am positive that there were more similar-type operations than just this one. 'Operation TANGO-SIERRA'
was just one operation that lasted nine months from start to finish in the D.C area."

"U.S. intelligence had more such operations around the U.S., with one in the southwest and another in the northwest,
but I don't know for sure on the location details."

In apparent response to a question Martinez posed, the source reportedly responded, "As for other visiting alien races,
we knew of nine of them."

"The Ebens were the nicest while the Trantaloids were the ugliest, meanest sons-a-bitches and most dangerous."

"I only know that the very inner circle of our government knows. That is about all I can tell you. I never spoke with the
male non-human in 'Operation TANGO-SIERRA,' but I was actively involved in this operation. Most of the older fellows
who knew all of this are dead now. Former CIA Director Richard M. Helms was our boss for this operation. He died some
years ago."

Martinez noted in his report that Navy Adm. Stansfield Turner was CIA director at the time.

"The CIA/DIA/NSA were all involved as well as one or two FBI special agents, but they were never fully briefed."

"The lead agency was the 7602nd that operated out of Ft. Belvoir. Those guys were the best of the best. I was the lead
case officer for the surveillance part of the operation. I was very good at that. I was trained by the best and worked
inside the old Soviet Union for many, many years."

"I could follow the devil around and he would never know it. Most of the UFO operations – clandestine, that is – were
performed by the 7602nd."



"In fact, the CIA came to them for their specialized training. The 7602nd Air Intelligence Wing remained secret for many
years. Although it was a U.S. Air Force unit, the unit contained all branches of the armed forces except the Marines ...
we never could train those guys!"

Martinez' alleged new contact also reportedly advised him, "Your Anonymous source is probably someone I know since
we have a very close-knit intel group who meets about once a month where we discuss items of mutual interest. We all
live in the [REDACTED] and [REDACTED]. We have many intel contacts in Texas, especially Austin."

"We used to have a much larger group, but over the years, time has taken its share of our beloved, cherished friends ...
"

"I hope all of this works out for you. Good luck, Mr. Martinez."

FURTHER RELATED BACKGROUND

One of Martinez sources also commented on other longstanding reports within the leading-edge community researching
allegations of extraterrestrial visitation to Earth.

"The 'Yellow Book' is quite an extraordinary piece of alien technology. It was given to us by the Ebens. It tells the entire
history of their race, planet and most of the history of the universe as well as our own. As far as I know, no one has
ever viewed the 'Yellow Book' to its very end. As you stated in one of your releases, it would take an entire lifetime to
read it and yet another to understand it."

Martinez indicates he posed a question to the source about the alleged operation that has been referred to as "Project
SERPO," a mission reportedly begun in the early 1960s that sent a 12-person team of specially-trained U.S. military
personnel on a planned ten-year exchange program to the Ebens' home planet.

"I was briefed into this very special project many years ago, but only as a trainer. I was not sure of the exact nature of
this project until I read all about it on the Serpo.org Web site."

"Like all other operations and special projects, SERPO was highly compartmentalized. I have now read the entire SERPO
story, which I never knew was even posted on the Internet until I was placed in contact with you. I learned much from
it and it looks like you pretty much have the entire story."

"I congratulate and commend you for getting this very important piece of America's 'hidden' history out. I really
enjoyed reading this information. I just shared it with many of my old intel friends – and they knew about it! It's truly
an amazing story ... "

"I guess there still is a controversy on whether two women went or not. At least one went for sure. I knew six of them
while in training as their instructor. Two were nurses, one was a linguist and I'm not sure about the others with the
passage of time."

Martinez claims his source also explained, "There was a 'Group-6' that was involved in the Roswell Incident cover up.
'Group-6' controlled the administrative side of all UFO investigations at the time. It was centered in New Mexico."

"It primarily involved the 1121 Special Activities Squadron of the USAF. It also thoroughly investigated the famous
Lonnie Zamora contact incident of Friday, April 24, 1964, in Socorro, NM; I remember it well because I was stationed in
NM then."

"There was in fact an MJ-12 group which stood for 'Majority Group-12.' It was comprised of 12 USG officials who
controlled, managed and directed every aspect of the UFO phenomenon. Most of the officials were governmental types,
but some were not. That 'MJ-12' name was changed some years ago which I understand you know."

The source also reportedly stated to Martinez that the home world of the alleged hostile alien species, the Trantaloids,
"is the third planet out from the star Epsilon Eridani in the constellation Eridanus at 10.5 light-years away. Although
somewhat cooler and fainter than our sun, it is very similar."

Martinez' source also advised him that " ... since this information originated outside of our agency, this is all I can
provide you with at the moment."

NOTE TO READERS: For more information, please visit the Joint Recon Study Group and Transcendent TV & Media
sites and have a look around.
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Readers who enjoyed this article may also like Extraterrestrials in the news, and maybe in America, Can troops
find hidden bombs with sixth sense?, More clues revealed on 1997 Phoenix lights UFO, Science journalism
faces media changes, emerging discoveries, Phoenix lights UFO: Misperception, test or acclimation?,
'Phoenix lights' UFO case 13th anniversary is March 13, 'Avatar' also story of deep DNA within many
Americans, ESP in sports: Watch 'sixth sense' in Super Bowl, 'Goats' movie helps us stare at human mind,
TV project on CIA remote viewing unit underway and Another view of UFO disclosure: Look within.
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